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Growth Deal Implementation - update for the LTB board 18th September 

Background –  

The Growth Deal was published on 7th July 2014 and Government will be issuing a 

draft offer letter for the Deal shortly which will be signed together with an 

Implementation Plan committing both parties to the programme. It is expected that 

the offer letter and Implementation Plan will need to be completed by the end of 

October 

Signing ceremonies with Ministers are being arranged with each LEP between 

September and November and ours is scheduled with Greg Clark for 8 October , 

albeit the technical aspects of the offer letter/Implementation Plan will not have been 

finalised by that date.  

This Implementation Plan is a joint document that sets out how the LEP and the 

Government will make the Growth Deal operational through clearly identified 

activities, responsibilities and milestones with the aim that the Growth Deal is fully 

operational by April 2015. The Implementation Plan will include profiles for spending 

and outputs for the life of the programme, an assurance framework showing how the 

LEP will govern the programme and undertake programme management and 

accountable body responsibilities, a monitoring and evaluation plan, and a 

communications plan. 

Government are happy for us to build on and adapt existing processes we already 

have in place including the LTB assurance framework 

Ian Thompson has been appointed on a part-time consultancy basis to support the 

LEP Management Team to mobilise the programme. The mobilisation team objective 

is to have the governance, accountable body and programme management functions 

fully operational by the start of the programme in April 2015 and handed over to the 

permanent programme management and accountable body staff. 

 

Governance Structure for the Growth Deal – 

The LEP board considered options for governance and management of the Growth 

Deal at its meeting on 10 September 2014. It has decided to proceed with the 

following option -  

The existing LEP management and governance structures would be used i.e. the 

management team will undertake the programme management – supported by an 

enhanced PMO function in the LEP (probably provided by a LA through SLA). 
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Pro: This represents the closest option to that described as part of the submission of 

the Growth Deal that the LEP will manage delivery through our three themes of 

People, Place and Business – with delegated responsibility from Board, to Theme 

Leadership Group to Management team.  This option allows the LEP to maintain 

overall control, uses the existing SLA structures and the resources of all the LA to 

manage and deliver the Growth Deal programme – with co-ordination by the 

management team of the LEP (includes the LA ED leads). 

 

Con: This would require the LEP to establish an enhanced PMO function to provide 

advice and delivery support. This would increase the establishment of the LEP PMO 

above the current budgeted resource (but funding for this should be available from 

programme budgets)  

 

 

The key roles set out in this model are summarised in the diagram above. Roles and 

responsibilities implicit in option 1, which are still subject to discussion and 

agreement with SCC as our proposed accountable body, are: 

HotSW LEP Board   

Sets strategy for the Growth Deal 

Delegates authority and budget to the LEP Leadership Groups 
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SCC 

Accountable body with focus on financial and audit responsibilities – uses 

management team to sign off / authorise actions 

Signs s31 grant agreement with HMG 

 

LEP Leadership Groups  

Decision making forum for the programme 

Overall responsibility for programme delivery, performance and quality 

Delegates programme delivery functions to the Management Team 

 

HotSW LEP Management Team 

Executive function advising and making recommendations to the Leadership Groups. 

Supervision of the programme delivery teams. Together with PMO provides 

secretariat for the Leadership teams  

 

HotSW LEP (enhanced) Programme Management Office 

Technical advisers to Leadership Groups and Management Team. Programme level 

administration, monitoring, reporting, risk and performance management. Supports 

management team by programme management as needed by the team and 

provides similar advice to the delegated programme delivery teams. 

 

Local Transport Board 

Has delegated authority and budget from the LEP to deliver the transport programme 

using its Assurance Framework. 

Undertakes due diligence and prepares business cases, signs contracts (via LA 

members), pays claims and monitors performance of the transport projects 

 

People, Place and Business teams from LAs 

Manages delivery of the non-transport projects 
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Undertakes due diligence, negotiates contracts (signed by LA / accountable body), 

authorises claims (paid by accountable body), and monitors performance of the 

economic projects 

Projects 

Projects are managed by dedicated delivery teams in LAs and partner organisations 

Responsibilities for project delivery, quality, outputs and monitoring and audit set out 

by contract from LTB for transport projects and from SCC for non-transport project 

  

LTB role – 

If the LTB is willing to undertake the function set out in the governance model it will 

be necessary to formalise the relationship with the LEP. There are two approaches 

which could be taken– 

The first is that the LTB is absorbed into the LEP management structure. This has 

the advantage that it would streamline the process for managing programmes like 

the Growth Deal. The key disadvantage is that the LTB would lose its independence 

and ability to represent LAs on non- LEP matters.  

The second option is to create a partnership agreement between the LTB and the 

LEP which will set out the working arrangements for managing the transport 

component of the Growth Deal. This will require effective partnership working 

between the LTB and LEP management teams to run the programme and it has the 

advantage that the LTB retains its independence. 

To perform the Growth Deal programme delivery function shown in the governance 

structure there will need to be discussion and agreement on the practicalities 

including – 

The delegated authority from the LEP Board to the LTB to manage the transport 

programme 

Using the LTB Assurance Framework as the principal management tool and 

integrating this with a parallel process for the Growth Deal’s non-transport element 

and the LEP’s and SCC accountable body contractual responsibilities with 

Government. 

The LTB staff resources and costs to carry out the programme delivery including due 

diligence and business case appraisal, legal contracts, performance management 

and monitoring of projects, accountable body role to pay claims, accounting and 

audit. 
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The agreed role for the LTB in the Growth Deal governance structure will be 

incorporated in the Implementation Plan. 

 

Next Growth Deal bidding round (Growth Deal 2) – 

Although Government advice is awaited the next round of Growth Deal funding could 

be submitted November/December 2014 with a decision expected in the new year to 

avoid the run in to the general election. Up to £2bn of funds are understood to be 

available for projects commencing in 2016/17 but this could be increased by 

announcements in the Chancellor’s autumn statement. The LEP Management team 

is starting to work on the bid with the 3 theme leadership groups and will need to 

work closely with the LTB on the strategic transport aspects. 

We await guidance from Government on Growth Deal 2 but initial feedback from 

them is that they want LEPs to focus on getting Growth Deal 1 delivery and 

implementation right and ministers are still considering the scope for GD2. They 

considered our GD 1 to be solid and ‘safe’ and we might want to consider more 

‘transformational’ projects which some other LEPs did including very large, long term 

infrastructure projects. They also say we should be working up good strategic 

projects in any event and shouldn’t wait for the funding pots to be announced. 
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